CCP Anatomy & Physiology Summer Work: 2022

Email me with any problems or questions as you work through all of this, and please do not wait to the last day of summer break to complete.

You will be learning many new terms and concepts. To make the beginning of the year easier; I want you to learn some of the major regional, directional and plane terminology that we will be using this year.

You will watch 6 tutorials on Anatomy Terminology, complete the worksheets, then play 5 different interactives.

1. On the tutorials, take notes as you watch; and attach it to this document.
2. There are follow up worksheets to complete and post.
3. You will need to screen shot the results of each interactive and post them here.
   ***All due by first day of class.

Step 1:

YouTube videos to watch:

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kvHWNJwBkm0
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBGl2BujkPQ
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJRzwVZ9OUI
4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTjyNjSqi84
5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IO7yXfYJjcs
6. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faClPydkEXc

Step 2:

Complete the Worksheets attached. You can have paper or digital versions to turn in.

Step 3:

After you complete the worksheets, follow these interactives and quizzes-screen shot your results and give a brief summary of what you feel you are now more confident in and what you will need to practice.

The following interactives are very helpful with understanding the terminology.
Lastly: do the following worksheets that will cement your knowledge of the terms and concepts we will review the first week of class.

Thank you and happy summer learning!

Mrs. Rieth